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In February, 2017,  twenty-five Revere educators agreed to serve on a committee 
to investigate and set forth current practices in homework usage throughout the 
district and create guidelines for homework by building. Appropriateness and 
consistency were key considerations as the study progressed.  
 
The purpose for the study is outlined below: 
 
This study is intended to inform and guide our practice; not take on one 
particular point of view or another. This study is to bring to the light practices 
currently in place and then determine the purpose of those practices as well as 
the impact they have on student growth and learning. The target of this study is 
the student and how he/she gains (or not) from the current homework practice 
of each teacher who serves him/her.  
 
The outcome will be a consensus on the purpose and expected outcomes of the 
use of homework as well as a clearly articulated progression of homework 
practice up through the grades beginning with kindergarten. All 
grades/buildings will be impacted as a result of the work done this year.  
 

The following pages list by building, the expectations for homework for this 
upcoming school year. This will be reviewed by the staff on an annual basis.   

 



Richfield Guidelines for Homework 
 

What is homework? 
● Homework is for foundational skills (fluency and practice) 
● Parent participation is encouraged but work should be completed by the student 

 
What is our purpose for homework?  

● Reinforce and allow independent practice 
● Helps to guide instruction 
● Make connections between home and school 

 
How will homework figure into the overall grade the student receives?  

● Responsibility portion of report card  
● Students may receive points for completion. 

 
Is a project considered part of the nightly homework? 

● No, it may take additional time. 
● Projects that are worked on at home may be graded. 

 
How much time and how often will each child be engaged with homework? 
As a general guideline on the child’s developmental level... 

● 5 minutes for K nightly 
● 10 minutes for 1st nightly 
● 20 minutes for 2nd nightly  
● 30 minutes for 3rd nightly 

 
Recommendations: 
Reading with and listening to your child read nightly is very important and strongly 
encouraged! 
 
Will homework be differentiated? How?  
Yes! Homework will be differentiated based on children’s varied needs and abilities.  
 
What will be the maximum time allotted for feedback to the student?  
Feedback will be provided in a timely fashion.  
 
 


